A message for mom and dad:

"LEGO®, I love you best!"

If you ever want to get a group of kids excited, talk to them about LEGO toys. That’s what we did. All over the country, we invited children to talk to us about their experiences with LEGO toys. And on these pages, we share their words with you. Because they explain, better than we ever could, why LEGO toys make kids happy. And why PARENTS feel as good about LEGO sets as kids do!

Our Prices INCLUDE Shipping & Handling!

With the LEGO Shop at Home Catalog, your holiday budget won’t be nibbled away by extra charges. The prices you see include regular shipping and handling.

Day-After-Tomorrow Delivery — Only $5!

Need it quick? Express delivery is now available for a small extra charge. Call by 2 p.m. Eastern Time and you can get fast, direct, door-to-door delivery anywhere in the continental U.S. in just 2-4 business days! See order form for more details.

The LEGO Quality and Service Guarantee

We believe our toys must live up to your highest expectations. And our service must live up to the quality of our toys. We hope that you will be totally satisfied with your order. But if there’s any reason you’re not, simply return it to us for replacement, exchange or prompt refund.

Safety First

How to choose the right LEGO toy.

LEGO building sets are specially designed for every age and stage of your child’s development. Each set provides a unique building challenge with the emphasis on FUN! Please take a moment to review age guidelines when you are ordering.

WARNING: An Important Safety Message to Parents.

LEGO SYSTEM and LEGO TECHNIC sets contain small parts. These sets are NOT suitable for children under 3 years of age. DUPLO® sets have larger pieces which are specially designed for children under 3.
“I want a submarine for Christmas!”
Kids can wish for a castle, a spaceship, or a submarine — and have their dreams come true!

“The more I own, the more fun I have!”
Most old toys end up in the closet when new toys arrive. But not LEGO toys. Because your new LEGO items work perfectly with your old LEGO items, you’ll get more play value from all your LEGO building sets!

“I like looking for new stuff.”
LEGO toys come with many unique pieces in each set. These special pieces — like the working compass and magnetic arm in the Crystal Explorer Sub — add fun and realism to your child’s play.

“I feel good when I’m done.”
Any parent who has watched a child build with LEGO toys knows it’s true — children feel an incredible sense of accomplishment, whether they’ve built the Crystal Explorer Sub, or a giant, rambling tower made of their favorite LEGO bricks!

**A Crystal Explorer Sub**
As you glide through the deep, you spot something in the distance. Glimmering in the dark, it’s the crystal you need to survive underwater! Your sub is fully equipped for the mission, with a magnetic arm, a pincher arm, and a red box to store the crystals in. But first, open the cockpit door — and see if you can snatch the crystal away from the octopus! Ages 7-12. 160 pieces.

#5175 Crystal Explorer Sub $33.00

**To Order Call**
1-800-453-4652
24 Hours a Day

**Look for**
Special Catalog Values Inside!
All New AQUAZONE

Ages 5-12

Hang on to your snorkel as you team up with the Aquanauts in search of the precious hydrolator crystals that provide oxygen for the underwater world. But be on the lookout for the Aquasharks! They’ll stop at nothing to take all the crystals for themselves.

Shark Scout
Calling the bravest Aquasharks! This seacraft is small and fast, great for zipping in and out of coral reefs and other dangerous places. Your only protection is a diving helmet, a silver harpoon — and your quick wits. So get ready for adventure! 25 pieces.

#6113 Shark Scout $3.25

Sea Sprint 9
Down, down, to the depths of the sea you go in this state-of-the-art submarine. Watch for danger from the blue domed cockpit, as the pincher arm collects precious crystals. You're ready for any emergency, with a diving helmet, flippers and chrome-plated knife. 28 pieces.

#6123 Sea Sprint 9 $4.50

Aquanaut Team & Free T-Shirt
The complete Aquanaut Team — #6125 Sea Sprint 9, #6195 Neptune Discovery Lab and #6175 Crystal Explorer Sub (see page 3) — plus a FREE T-Shirt. 683 pieces in all! Please specify size of T-shirt when ordering.

#K6195 Aquanaut Team. A $147.50 Value. Save $20!
Now Only $127.50

Aquazone Attire!
The newest and coolest T-shirt for Aquazone fans! Bright graphics show a clash between the brave Aquanauts and the dastardly Aquasharks. 100% preshrunk cotton. Made in U.S.A.

#1125 Aquazone T-Shirt
Youth Sizes: M(10-12), L(14-16) $11.00
Adult Sizes: S, M, L, XL $13.00

Fast FedEx Delivery
1-800-453-6652 SEE ORDER FORM
Deep Sea Predator
One look at this sub strikes fear into the heart of any Aquanaut. It's built for one purpose—to steal the precious hydrolator crystals. A magnetic arm can pick up the red box full of crystals. And a pincher arm can pick up just about anything else! At the helm is an Aquashark, armed with a harpoon and knives, his only protection against the dangers of the deep sea. And swimming alongside is a man-eating shark! Ages 7-12.
#6153 Deep Sea Predator $21.00

Neptune Discovery Lab
Feel a sense of pride as you build and control the heart of the entire underwater operation—the lab where priceless crystals are harvested. The submarine uses its grabbing and magnetic arms to bring the crystals in. Use the crane to unload the crystals—then send the sub back out for another daring mission in uncharted territory. But watch out for that octopus—it looks hungry! Ages 8-12. 495 pieces.
#6195 Neptune Discovery Lab $39.00
See How A Shuttle Can

With a LEGO Mania’s® imagination, the same pieces can build just about anything! Half the fun is building and playing with the main model—the Shuttle Transcon 2. The other half is taking apart your model and building something new—like this cool Hovercraft! Now with one set you get twice the fun. Just follow these six hints to build a Hovercraft using the pieces in your Shuttle Transcon 2.

Step 1
Connect the large gray roof tiles with 12 x 2 gray plates to create 2 pontoons.

Step 2
Continue constructing the 2 pontoons.

Step 3
Add in a 4 x 8 gray plate in the center to connect the 2 pontoons.

To Order Call 1-800-453-4652 24 HOURS A DAY
Step 4: Build in the cockpit for the driver.

Step 5: Add the windshield and engines.

Step 6: Zoom off in your new hovercraft!

A Shuttle Transcon 2
Fans of airplanes and space shuttles — this one's for you! The space shuttle has all kinds of realistic details — like a special arm that can be turned in any direction to launch satellites into space. And a cargo door that opens and closes. After an outer space adventure load the shuttle onto the back of the jumbo jet for the journey back home. Also comes with a repair vehicle, two workers and an astronaut.
Ages 7-12. 320 pieces.
#544 Shuttle Transcon 2 $39.50
**Launch Evac 1**

When something goes wrong on a Launch Command mission, you'll have to move quickly. Speed to the scene in this emergency vehicle, equipped with hose and extinguisher to put out fires. There are fire hatches, too, in case you have to smash your way in! Ages 7-12. 121 pieces.

#6614 Launch Evac 1 $3.25

---

**Launch Command Team & Free T-Shirt**

Includes #6614 Launch Evac 1, #6516 Moon Walker, #6335 Launch Response Unit and #6339 Shuttle Launch Pad. Plus you get a FREE T-Shirt! 860 pieces in all. Please specify T-Shirt size when ordering.

#6339 Launch Command Team

A $185.00 value. Save $14. Now Only $92

---

**Launch Response Unit**

Your job is critical to the success of every Launch Command mission. This mobile space station has a satellite to track the shuttle and a computer to monitor the mission. There's even a helicopter for an up-close view of the shuttle landing. Ages 7-12. 177 pieces.

#6338 Launch Response Unit $16.50

---

**C 3...2...1... Blast Off!**

This rugged shirt is made of premium weight, preshrunk 100% cotton jersey for soft, comfortable, long-lasting wear. Tri-blend neck with two-piece collar looks better longer, won't shrink or lose its shape. Made in the U.S.A.

#1128 Launch Command T-Shirt

Youth Sizes: M (8-10), L (12-14) $11.00

Adult Sizes: S, M, L, XL $13.00
Building Adventures!

**E Shuttle Launch Pad**
It's a big mission, but you can do it—launch the shuttle into orbit and bring the crew home safely! The shuttle is complete in every detail, including a satellite, tank and boosters. There's even a working crane for loading supplies and an arm that can be turned in all directions to fix the satellite. The Shuttle Launch Pad also has a working hoist, adjustable spotlights, jib arm, and tools. Get ready for blast-off! 
Ages 6-12. 536 pieces. 
#6339 Shuttle Launch Pad $66.00

**F Shuttle Launching Crew**
Explore the Universe with this brave crew. Transporting the Shuttle to its launching pad is easy with the trailer truck and escort vehicles. Includes a special arm for launching satellites into deep space. Five figures included. Ages 7-12. 380 pieces.
#6346 Shuttle Launching Crew $39.50

**HARD TO FIND**

*Lego System*

Lasso satellites with special flexible arm!
A Hurricane Harbor
When disaster strikes, whisk to the rescue—by land, air or sea! Go full throttle in your high speed motorboat to save stranded sailors. Speed through the skies in your state-of-the-art chopper. Or drive off-road in your four-wheel-drive vehicle. The harbor base is equipped with the latest high tech equipment, like a computerized control room, radar and an aerial antenna that you can turn. There's even a friendly dolphin to help you navigate the turbulent sea! Ages 7 - 12. 355 pieces. #5090 Hurricane Harbor $68.50

A & B Harbor Adventure Pack
Here’s a harbor boater’s dream—visit both! Includes #6338 Hurricane Harbor and #6376 Breezeway Cafe. Ages 7 - 12. 525 pieces in all. #6338 Harbor Adventure Pack A $72.50 Value. Save $10! Special Customer Value Only $62.50.

B Breezeway Cafe
Restaurant comes complete with its own kitchen, juice bar, water, cook and 3 diners. “Ristorante” decals are included. Ages 7 - 12. 121 pieces. #6376 Breezeway Cafe $23.00

C #6866 Ambulance 71 pieces. $3.25

D Rescue Rig
Need a tow? Just call the Rescue Rig. The truck is equipped with all the right tools, including a hammer, wrench and crane that quickly hooks up to broken down cars. Driver included. Ages 7 - 12. 112 pieces. #6870 Rescue Rig $5.25

LEGO SYSTEM
Recycle Truck
Here's a truck with the familiar recycling symbol, doing a job everyone can feel good about. Includes driver, shovel, broom and a refuse container that slides on and off the truck. 104 pieces.
#6899 Recycle Truck $12.25

You can build this crane, too! There's a hint on the package.

Coastal Cutter
It's fun to build your own Coast Guard cutter—and even more fun keeping the harbor safe for all boats and ships. If you need extra speed, use the speed boat with an outboard motor. 176 pieces.
#6330 Coastal Cutter $13.00

Gas Transit
Here's the truck that keeps all the other trucks rolling! Cab doors and trailer roof swing open for easy access and fuel fill-ups. Includes detachable trailer, fuel hose and driver. 119 pieces.
#5964 Gas Transit $12.25

Street Sweeper
58 pieces. $7.25

Load N' Haul Railroad
The ultimate freight train! Build the engine, put together the cars, then lay out the track and let it roll. There's a big red wagon with a door that slides open—just the right size to load your motorcycle. Flip open the tilted wagon sideboards to load all the barrels the locomotive can carry. Comes complete with 27" by 33" oval track, forklift truck, 3 railroad workers, easy-to-use speed regulator and a special noise reduction feature. Ages 8 - 12. 451 pieces.
#4560 Load N' Haul Railroad $120.00

For More Trains See Pages 50-53.
NEW Interactive DUPLO Playbooks!

Ages 1 and Up

DUPLO Build a Story Books
Younger readers who are crazy about animals, will love the NEW DUPLO Build a Story Books, "Play with Me" and "Cock-a-Doodle-Doo!" Large cut-out slots make it easy for little hands to fit the DUPLO blocks into the cut-out slots on every page. Each book is made of sturdy, laminated cardboard, comes with one DUPLO animal figure and contains 14 pages of exciting, interactive, DUPLO adventures. Books measure 4 1/2" x 4 1/2". Ages 1 & up.

• PB10 Play with Me! $7.50
• PB12 Cock-a-Doodle-Doo! $7.50

DUPLO Fold-Out Playbooks
Two DUPLO Fold-Out Playbooks, "Jack and the Beanstalk" and "Goldilocks and the Three Bears," combine building with DUPLO blocks and your child's favorite stories. Children help Jack build a ladder to climb the beanstalk, and construct a bridge for Goldilocks to cross the river near the house of the Three Bears. Each book is made of sturdy, laminated cardboard and folds out into ten pages of building adventures. 1 DUPLO figure and 3 DUPLO blocks come with each book. Books measure 7" x 8 1/2". Ages 2 & up.

• PB22 Goldilocks and the Three Bears $11.95
• PB28 Jack and the Beanstalk $11.95

Children actively participate in each story by fitting the DUPLO blocks into the cut-out slots on each page.
"Let's Pretend!"

AGES 2 - 6
Preschool children spend hour after hour imitating the things they see their parents do. That's how they learn! Let your child create wonderful, imaginary places for playing "let's pretend."

E My DUPLO House
"Ding, dong" — the doorbell really rings! And that's just one of the wonderful surprises your child will find in the DUPLO house. In every room there are plenty of cupboards and appliances to keep little ones busy. Not to mention the fabric curtains that actually open and close! 77 pieces.
#2784 My DUPLO House $34.00

F Sleepy Dreams Nursery
Even the youngest children know how nice it is to tuck a baby in its cradle and rock it to sleep. Includes playpen, bottle, teddy bear, soft comforter, baby and mother. 14 pieces.
#2787 Sleepy Dreams Nursery $10.00

G Play Room
Let your child build the "perfect" room — and play there all afternoon! Includes two beds with cuddly sleeping bags, drawers that open and close, toys, windows with curtains and a baseplate for the floor. 32 pieces.
#2792 Play Room $26.50

H Grandma's Kitchen
A cozy kitchen complete with Grandma, Grandpa and Scotty the dog to delight little DUPLO builders. Inside are realistic pieces to make a stove, sink, refrigerator and table with chairs, plus a phone, plant and bread block. 36 pieces.
#2551 Grandma's Kitchen $17.75

ORDER EARLY QUANTITIES ARE LIMITED!

Guaranteed Satisfaction
1-800-453-4632
Shop With Confidence
New!

**A Lion Safari**
The animal lover in your family will spend many delightful afternoons with this family of lions, black panther, safari car, two-person crew and video camera. Wait for the roars of laughter to begin! 18 pieces.

#2881 Lion Safari $24.25

**B Heads on animal figures move up and down**

**C & D Deluxe Farm**
Includes #2655 Farm Play Set of Farm Animals. 64 pieces in all.

#K2655 Deluxe Farm Set A $79.95

Save $10! NOW ONLY $69.95

**New!**

**B Jungle Safari**
What is it about wild animals that young children love? The elephant’s long legs? The giraffe’s even longer neck? Or the monkey can swing from a tree? You have many delightful adventures with the zebra-striped trailer, airplane, video camera, bassplate and three-person crew.

#2866 Jungle Safari $58.00
**Farm Animals**

Eight friendly farm animals will spark many hours of creative play. Also includes 3 fences, water trough and farmer. Makes a perfect addition to the DUPLO farm (#2555). 18 pieces.

#2647 Farm Animals $15.00

**Farm Play Set**

Children love the fact that this farm house is pre-built because they can start playing right away! And there's lots of action to keep them entertained — like a tractor they can drive around the farm, a windmill that turns when you blow on it, and a hay bale that moves items up and down from the loft. Includes fences and 2 farm tools. 46 pieces.

#2555 Farm Play Set $64.00

**DUPLO Families**

Each happy family is ready for adventure. Complete with grandparents, a baby in a stroller and a video camera for capturing the fun! 11 pieces in each set. DUPLO Families $12.25 each

**Special Value**

**Deluxe Zoo Family Pack**

Delight your child with this playful zoo collection! Includes 13 animals in all. There are four cubes, parent tiger and polar bear, three baby bears, three giraffes, seal, zoo keeper with car and food to feed the animals. 61 pieces in all. Includes #2680 Zoo Babies, #2681 Zoo Keeper, #2688 Zoo Families and #2684 Jungle Friends.

#2686 Deluxe Zoo Family Pack A $74.99 value. NOW ONLY $65.00!
A Train Load of Fun!
Specially Created for Your Young Engineer

Power Saving Design.
The battery train will run at least 8 hours on 3 AA alkaline batteries (batteries not included). The power saving feature goes into action when the train has not been touched by your child for two minutes.

My First Powered Train Set
At a certain stage children learn that they have the power to make things react to their touch. See the fun your young engineer will have making the train run and stop, go backwards and automatically change direction. And to add to the fun, each of the four functions responds with its own unique sound. The battery powered DUPLO Play train can go everywhere—it runs on the track and directly on the floor. Plus, unlike ordinary toy trains, your child builds both locomotive and wagons and then can redesign them his or her own way. It's a toy that stays fresh, a new adventure each time. Ages 3 & up, 61 pieces.
#2730 DUPLO Battery Train $85.00

Features 4 different actions and sounds children can operate themselves!

Add to the fun!
Additional Tracks (not pictured)
Sometimes you just need a bit more track to make the train go where you want it to. These track sets give you infinite flexibility.
#2734 Six Straight Tracks measure 30 inches. $6.95
#2735 Six Curved Tracks build a 22 inch bull circle. $6.50

Switching Tracks
Make way for the other train coming! Let your train switch routes and rest while another train whizzes by. 4 pieces.
#2736 Switching Tracks $13.00

Rails & Crossings
Build crossing tracks into your DUPLO track. Includes one crossing, four straight and four curved rails. 9 pieces.
#2737 Rails and Crossings $9.75

Curved Rail 4x
Straight Rail 4x
Crossing Section 1x

Train Locomotive
Everything you need to build your very own locomotive car—complete with sound effects when you go backwards, forward, start and stop (3AA batteries not included). 5 pieces.
#5083 DUPLO Train Motor $4.90

Hand operated start/stop rail allows your child to choose whether the train stops, goes by, or changes direction.

To Order Call 1-800-453-4652 24 HOURS A DAY
Level Crossing
Now you can bring your train through town. Flip down the level crossing when the train comes by. Flip it up and your DUPLO vehicles can cross over. 7 pieces.
#2748 Level Crossing $19.00

Barnyard Express
Whoa! Whoa! Train’s coming with a brand new horse and chicken to restock your farm. Wave to the engineer as he pulls into the station. 18 pieces.
#2766 Barnyard Express $18.50

Toys with a Twist!
The “click-clack” sound lets you know when you’re tightening the screws — and you can never overtighten them! Just (1) put it together, (2) click it into place, and (3) tighten the screw. And because the screws are attached, they can never fall out or get lost. DUPLO TOOLO — we’ll supply the tools, you supply the imagination!

Toolo Tool Box
Build a dump truck! Then build a crane arm that moves up and down and side to side — and when you’re done, store your tools and building supplies in your sturdy blue tool box. Screwdriver, wrench and building plate snap into place for easy storage inside the cover, and tool box snaps shut to keep all the pieces inside. Open the tool box, flip it over, and build a ferry with loading crane and truck. Includes easy-to-follow Building Inspiration Book, and two construction workers. 44 pieces.
#2360 Toolo Tool Box $69.00

Digger 30 pieces. $26.50
#2920 Digger

Crane 28 pieces. $34.00
#2930 Crane

Toolo Accessories 19 pieces. $19.75
#2905 Toolo Accessories
Mom! Dad! Look What

A 6+ Electric Building Set
Build the machines of your wildest dreams -- and set them rolling with the electric motor. You'll find plenty of pieces to spark your imagination, including eyes, flags, propellers, gates, a driver, mechanic and -- of course -- monster wheels! Plus you get #1474 FREE! Ages 6-12. 406 pieces in all.

#4183 6+ Electric Building Kit A $87.25 value.
Special Customer Value -- Only $49.95

NEW!

LEGO SYSTEM

Freestyle

#1474 FREE with purchase!

B 5+ Tote Pack
There's no wrong way -- just lots of fun ways to build with all the pieces in this sturdy tote pack! Includes many special elements, like a tree, umbrella, flag and flowers, as well as special colors like pink and mint green. Build a giant snail that's also a house. Or any other sassy things you can think up! Ages 5-12. 266 pieces.

#4131 5+ Tote Pack $14.95

C 5+ Build N' Store Chest
The ultimate building adventure! You'll find bricks of every shape, size and color. Plus wheels, doors, windows, steering wheels and more. All packed in a chest with compartments for storage, a handle for carrying, and baseplate lid for building. Plus you get #1474 FREE!

Ages 5-12. 744 pieces in all.

#4153 Build N' Store Kit A $49.25 value.
Special Customer Value -- Only $41.50
I Built! Free to build any way you want!

**D** Dinosaur Bucket
Start with a stegosaurus! Build a brachiosaurus! Try a tyrannosaurus rex! In this big bucket you'll find lots of special pieces to help build your favorite dinosaurs—and create some prehistoric creatures of your own! Plus many colorful bricks, wheels, fences, windows, a brick separator and a 16" x 24" baseplate. Ages 3-12. 314 pieces. #1705 Dinosaur Bucket $23.99

**E** 3+ Large Bucket
A special assortment of pastel building pieces including family figures, teddy bear brick and aqua lego plate came together to make building dreams come true. Ages 3-12. 201 pieces. #1588 3+ Large Bucket $23.00

**F** Wheel-Wind Motor
No plugs! No batteries! Energize this motor by dragging wheels along any flat surface. And away it goes. This wheel-wheel motor powers cars, trucks—anything that moves. Great for fast moving fun! #818 Wheel-Wind Motor $12.25

**G** LEGO Play Table
It's a table, a storage chest and a starting place for your biggest, most exciting creations! The table is sized so that bigger kids can use it comfortably sitting on the floor, little ones can use it standing up or sitting in a child-size chair. On each end of the table there is a storage bin and the top consists of two big green building plates which work with both DUPLO blocks and LEGO bricks. Slide the plates together and you have an 11" x 11" building area with the two storage bins open for easy access to building pieces. Slide the building plates apart and they cover the storage bins so you can carry the table by the sturdy handle without the bricks falling out! The legs fold up and out of the way when not needed. 26" x 13" x 3" high, folds to 5" high. (Bricks sold separately.) #1706 Play Table $49.59

Creativity Starter Kit
The perfect way to start your creative adventures! Includes #1793 Playtable, #259 Idea Book (see page 21), #618 Wheel-Wind Motor and choose either #1588 or #1705. Ages 3 & up. Creativity Starter Kit. An $89.00 value. Save $13. Special Customer Value—Only $76.00!
#K1705 Creativity Starter Kit with #1705
#K1588 Creativity Starter Kit with #1688

To Order Call 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a Day
CREATE YOUR DREAM HOUSE

New!

A Garden Playmates
Mama dog has two frisky puppies! Open the gate to let them out—
you can wash them, groom them, even give them a drink from the
bottle. Ages 6-12. 57 pieces. #5840 Garden Playmates $15.75

C Prize Pony Stables
It's just like a real stable—where you get to take care
of the two beautiful ponies and their newborn foal!
Comes with removable saddles and bridles, brush,
ribs, tail and much more. Ages 6-12. 119 pieces. 
#5880 Prize Pony Stables $35.00

New!

B Vanity Fun
This pretty pink vanity set comes with a little girl, mirror,
headband, veil, basket of flowers, and a sweet little kitten
who wants to play. 21 pieces. #5810 Vanity Fun $5.50

New!

E Love N' Lullabies
A nursery filled with the things babies love, including a cradle
that really rocks, a teddy bear, bottle, cuddly blanket, and a
loving mommy. Ages 6-12. 52 pieces. 
#5860 Love N' Lullabies $25.00

G Pretty Wishes Playhouse
A beautiful, fully furnished house you can
call your own! Complete with curving
staircase, nursery, kitchen and a swimming
pool cut out. Family of four included. 
Ages 6-12. 222 pieces. 
#5990 Pretty Wishes Playhouse $99.00

F Fun Day Sundae
You’ll be amazed at the life-like details.
The handle on the ice cream machine moves up and down as you serve giant
sundaes. The cash register has two
drawers that open, with shiny golden
coins inside. And the pretty pink purse
opens too! 30 pieces. 
#5830 Fun Day Sundae $11.00

H Pretty Playland
Imagine how much fun you’ll have with a
carousel that spins, a slide, a swing,
a skateboard and a see-saw that goes
up and down! Includes 2 playmates.
Ages 6-12. 55 pieces. 
#5870 Pretty Playland $42.00

D #5136 Belville
Accessories
10 pieces $6.50

NEW!
When your special project needs special pieces... BUILD IT YOUR WAY with these Essential Extras!

**A** 42 Plates in Two Colors
Thinner than the regular brick, these plates have many uses. Builders hint: 3 plates stacked together equal 1 brick. $5.25 each color. #5146 Blue #5147 Red

**B** Brick Separator
Everyone needs one! This tool makes it a snap to pull those small plates apart. #921 Brick Separator $2.25

**C** Hinges & Couplings
Towers, cars, homes—almost everything you build is more fun with doors that really open and close. These hinges do the job. 31 pieces. #5185 Hinges & Couplings $3.00

**D** 62 Bricks in Six Colors
Expand your LEGO brick collection with these LEGO bricks in 6 colors. 62 bricks per package. $5.25 each per color.

- #5140 - Red
- #5141 - Blue
- #5142 - White
- #5143 - Yellow
- #5144 - Black
- #5145 - Gray

**E** Roof Bricks
Give your buildings, castles, and towers realistic-looking roofs. Or use these sloping bricks to build race cars, a ramp—the list is endless.

- #5151 Steep Sloped Bricks (45 degrees). 59 pieces. $3.25
- #5152 Low Sloped Bricks (25 degrees). 60 pieces. $5.25
- #5161 Inverted Roof Bricks 16 pieces. $3.00

**F** Doors & Windows
 Plenty of doors and windows in this 36-piece assortment. #5149 Doors & Windows $5.25

Start your creations here!

Mammoth creations like skyscrapers or enchanted castles do much better with a baseplate foundation. Each durable Building Plate forms a solid base for all your LEGO building bricks.

- **I** #319 Large Blue Baseplate 10" x 10" $5.50
- **J** #313 Large Green Baseplate 16" x 16" $5.50
- **K** #315 X-Large Gray Baseplate 15" x 15" $11.00
- **L** #814 3 Building Plates 2-1/2" x 5" $5.50

To Order Call 1-800-433-4652 24 Hours A Day

**M** Idea Book
Build and create 26 new models for extra playtime fun with this 48-page idea book. Build 19 different town models, 3 castle models, a pirate boat and fort and 4 space vehicles! Oversized 8 1/4" x 11 3/4" for easy use. #250 Idea Book $4.25

Includes 35 stickers to customize your creations!
As much fun to play with as they are to build!

**A Paradise Playground**
Here's a park you can play in all year long! Enjoy a ride on the seesaw, slide down the slide, and play with the shovel and pail in the sandbox. Includes three vacationers, patroll, and baby carriage. 91 pieces.

#6403 Paradise Playground $13.95

**B Island Arcade**
Imagine the fun you'll have at your very own fair! The fortune wheel spins round and round — and the merry-go-round really turns! 140 pieces.

#6408 Island Arcade $21.99

**C Sidewalk Cafe**
43 pieces. $7.95

#6002 Sidewalk Cafe

**D Seaside Cabana**
42 pieces. $6.75

#401 Seaside Cabana

**E Cabana Beach**
You'll find plenty to do at Cabana Beach! There's a pier for fishing, a speedboat, a windsurfer, a juice bar, a cabana for changing, lounge chairs for relaxing — even a parrot and monkey to keep everyone entertained. Includes four vacationers. 145 pieces.

#6410 Cabana Beach $25.50

LEGO SYSTEM
**Dolphin Point**
Welcome to Dolphin Point — the new LEGO lighthouse where you'll find everything you need for the perfect vacation. The tower's lower deck has an adjustable telescope — take a peek and see if you can catch a glimpse of a dolphin nearby. Visit the kitchen to make a quick snack. Or stop for an ice cream at the counter downstairs. There's a sailboat to take you around the lagoon — and a barbecue for grilling dinner. Plus lots more, like a cafe table with umbrella, a radio, even a colorful parrot! 193 pieces.
#6414 Dolphin Point $33.00

**Poolside Paradise**
Extra large pieces make the Poolside Paradise easy to build — and fun, too! Enjoy a cool drink on the second floor sunroom that overlooks the pool. Your poolside resort includes sports car, mailbox and 4 sunbathers.
Ages 7-12. 219 pieces.
#6415 Poolside Paradise $36.50

**Sand Dollar Cafe**
Pretend you're in Hawaii! LEGO tourists can swim, sail, or take a bike ride to the cafe for an ice cream cone or a cold drink. Ice cream cart and 5 tourists included.
Ages 7-12. 155 pieces.
#6411 Sand Dollar Cafe $23.75

**Sunset Stables**
See if you can load your spirited stallion in the horse trailer — the door swings down to become a ramp and swings back up once you have your horse secure. Then hook the trailer to the jeep and you're ready to go! Comes complete with horse, jeep, stable, saddle, food trough and 2 jockeys.
126 pieces.
#6405 Sunset Stables $18.00

To Order Call 1-800-453-4652 24 HOURS A DAY

ORDER EARLY QUANTITIES ARE LIMITED
ADVENTURE
by Land, Air & Sea...

Fire Engine includes 2 opening compartments to store rescue equipment like axes and oxygen tanks.

NEW!

A Flame Fighters
They're the bravest rescue workers of all - the fearless firefighters who battle towering infernos every day of the week! And now you're in charge of the three story station, complete with control tower, helicopter with landing pad, chief's car and fully equipped fire engine. Four firefighters included. Ages 8-12. 416 pieces. 
#6571 Flame Fighters $55.00

B Blaze Commander Ages 5-10. 47 pieces. $4.50

#6525

C Hook and Ladder
Four extension ladders and an extra long hose make this the best engine for battling the most dangerous fires of all - blazing skyscrapers! The bright red Hook and Ladder carries two fearless firefighters and the latest rescue equipment, including oxygen bottles, an ax, and barricades to keep the crowds away. Ages 7-12. 173 pieces.
#6340 Hook and Ladder $21.00

Guaranteed Satisfaction
1-800-453-4652
Shop With Confidence
**D  Jetport Fire Squad**
Speeding to the rescue is even more exciting when the lights are flashing and the siren is wailing! Comes complete with 2 firefighters, fire hose, fire extinguisher, and twin rotating hoses on the truck roof.
(3 volt battery not included.) Ages 7 - 12. 184 pieces. 
#6440 Jetport Fire Squad $27.50

**E  Beach Rescue Chopper**
Uh, oh! Looks like someone needs a few more catamaran lessons!
But never fear — the Beach Rescue Chopper can whiz to the rescue. It's equipped with everything needed to save the day: landing gear, rescue hatch, rotating searchlight and video camera.
Two rescuers and vacationers included. Ages 7-12. 145 pieces. 
#6342 Beach Rescue Chopper $17.50

**F  Pizza To Go**
Everybody loves pizza — especially when it's delivered hot from the oven! Now you can build and manage your own pizzeria, complete with delivery truck, pizza flipper, live pizzas, chef, driver and customer. 145 pieces. 
#6900 Pizza To Go $17.50

**G  Sandy Point Marina**
Join the non-stop action at Sandy Point Marina! You've got a 4-wheel drive beach van that carries your windsurfing gear, a deluxe power boat and a fishing pier. Three marine adventurers with life jackets, fishing gear and a hungry shark add to the excitement. 140 pieces. 
#1721 Sandy Point Marina A $17.44 Value. Now Just $13.00

**Includes coupon for FREE LEGO Club Membership!**
Speed to the RESCUE and SAVE the day!

**Central Precinct HQ**
Criminals will think twice when they see the Central Precinct HQ. This 3-story police headquarters is equipped with high-tech control room and cells for prisoners. Plus you get 4 police officers, helicopter and 3 police vehicles to keep the town safe. Ages 8 - 12. 603 pieces. #6389 Central Precinct HQ $70.00

**Jet Speed Justice**
Twice the rescue action! The Jet Speed Justice squad includes a jet and speed boat with 2 engines each: the jet's cockpit pops up to let the pilot get out quickly. There's even a video camera to catch the bad guys in the act! Ages 7 - 12. 149 pieces. #6364 Jet Speed Justice $31.00
**Coastal Patrol**

Press the light on the foredeck of the Coastal Patrol boat to set the siren blasting, the lights flashing and the motor spinning. To full speed ahead to catch the speedboat carrying a smuggler and his suitcase filled with stolen gold. (9 volt battery not included). Ages 7 - 12. 240 pieces.

#643 Coastal Patrol $48.00

---

**Night Patroller**

Lights flashing, siren blasting - and you're off to the crime scene. Lights flash or glow and two siren sounds come with this Deluxe set. (9 volt battery not included). Ages 7 - 12. 140 pieces.

#6430 Night Patroller $25.00

---

**Super Police Collection**

The greatest collection includes five police sets: #6344 Jet Speed Justice, #6394 Chopper Cops, #6399 Central Precinct HQ, and #6432 Coastal Patrol. Plus you get #6430 Night Patroller FREE! 1,196 pieces in all!

#6398 Super Police Collection A $174.25 Value-Save $23 Just $149!

---

**Surveillance Squad**

Bad guys beware! The Surveillance Squad is armed for action! This awesome 10-wheel trailer truck holds three police officers and the latest tracking equipment, including a roof-top radar dish and rotating floodlight. Inside, you'll find the latest computer technology and two seats that turn. Ages 7 - 12. 307 pieces.

#6448 Surveillance Squad $30.00

---

**Find Jailbreak Joe**

Jailbreak Joe is on the loose! The Police Chopper, transport vehicle and motorcycle are in hot pursuit. Plus if you can find Jailbreak Joe on the back panel of the package, you can send him in for a FREE membership in the LEGO Club, a $7.55 value! Ages 7 - 12. 180 pieces.

#1789 Find Jailbreak Joe $16.50

---

Includes contest to win a FREE LEGO Club membership!
REV YOUR ENGINES!

B Victory Cup Racers
Build four speedy race cars — and the giant trailer truck that transports them to the starting line. Two pit crew members are ready to fix any problems with a jack, extinguisher, and spare tires. When the race is over, use the forklift to load the trailer for the next race. 436 pieces.
#6399 Victory Cup Racers $42.00

C Gas Stop Shop
Lots of action — just like a real gas station! The tanker is ready to deliver the gasoline. And the truck is standing by in case anyone needs a tow. To pay for gas, insert the special money into the slot on the pump. Then use the nozzles to dispense gas. If anyone needs repairs, you’ve got all the tools you need right here! 216 pieces.
#6562 Gas Stop Shop $24.25

A Hot Rod Club
Here’s everything you need to keep your cars looking good and driving fast. The Hot Rod Club is stocked with tools, jack, extra wheels, hand truck, oil can and soda machine. Feel the pride of ownership as you build and maintain a bright red hot rod with real chrome-plated exhaust pipes, a yellow speedster, and black motorbike. Two drivers and mechanics included.
Ages 7-12, 227 pieces
#6561 Hot Rod Club $26.50

To Order Call
1-800-453-4652
24 HOURS A DAY

LEGO SYSTEM
**Wave Master**

If you like to go fast, this one's for you. A sleek black speedboat is ready for the waves, full throttle ahead! When you're ready for the road, load the boat on its trailer, hop in the rugged off-road vehicle, trade your racing helmet for the driver's cap—and you're off! 127 pieces.

#6596 Wave Master $13.25

**Special Hot Rod Kit**

Includes #6583 Gas Stop Shop, #6584 F1 Hauler and #6581 Hot Rod Club. Plus, you get #6598 Rebel Roadster and #6598 Mini Racer! FREE! 21 pieces in all!

#6582 Special Hot Rod Kit
A $11.00 Value. NOW ONLY $9.00!
You save $2.00.

**Raven Racer**

This low-riding dragster is built for winning, with two low wheels in front and two giant ones in back for hugging curves at top speed. You can even do your own repair with the complete set of tools included. A must for every LEGO car collection! Ages 5-10. 61 pieces.

#6538 Raven Racer $7.25

**F1 Hauler**

Sometimes even Formula 1 race cars need a lift. Now you can do the job! Build a tow truck that's complete with a motorized tow cable and double flashing lights. Then tow your car to the pit where you'll find plenty of tools for any repair. Now you're ready for the track! Includes 3V motor, two mechanics and driver.

Ages 7-12. 264 pieces. Batteries not included.

#6484 F1 Hauler $49.50
Town Classics!
ALL UNDER $10!

A #6535 Dumper 41 pieces. $4.50

B #5512 Landscape Loader 38 pieces. $3.25

D Pothole Patcher
Keep your LEGO highway safe for travel with this special road repair vehicle. Includes construction worker and jackhammer for many hours of roadside fun. 93 pieces. #6567 Pothole Patcher $9.35

C Back Hoe
Get your road or house construction underway with this hard working machine. Rear end shovel scoops up earth. Front end shovel lifts, lowers, and dumps. Comes complete with construction signs, broom, shovel, and construction worker. 77 pieces. #6562 Back Hoe $7.25

E #5536 Aero Hawk 40 pieces. $4.50

F #6534 Beach Bandit 36 pieces. $4.75

G #6514 Trail Ranger 34 pieces. $3.25

H #6683 Wave Rebel $7.25

I #5527 Hydro Racer 48 pieces. $4.50

J Cactus Canyon
Have fun building the three awesome models - a jeep, kayak and 4x4 at a special low price. 129 pieces. #1720 Cactus Canyon $3.95

LEGOSYSTEM

$3 Coupon Included!
Create your own road system!
Create your unique LEGO community road system... then have fun building tunnels, bridges, buildings and more with your LEGO bricks.
Or use these plates to build a winding raceway. All road plates are detailed with bicycle/jogging paths.
Each plate measures 10" square.
Two plates per package. $7.25

BUILD IT & BRING IT TO LIFE WITH THESE ONE-OF-A-KIND PIECES.

A #6311 Curved Road Plates
B #6312 Straight Road Plates
C #6313 Cross Road Plates
D #6310 T-Road Plates

Great Stocking Stuffers

A Building Like Crazy T-shirt
Not found in any store! You'll be building like crazy with this exclusive T-shirt. It's made of medium weight, preshrunk 100% Cotton jersey for soft, comfortable wear. Taped crew neck features two-piece collar that looks better longer, and it won't shrink or lose its shape. Made in USA.
Please specify size when ordering.
#CT95
Youth Sizes: M 10-12, L 14-16..............$11.00
Adult Sizes: S, M, L, XL..........................$13.00

FREE Building Like Crazy T-shirt
Giving a gift to preferred LEGO Shop At Home customers like you has become a tradition. And, this year our Holiday Gift is a FREE Building Like Crazy T-shirt with any new order of $75.00 or more from this catalog. It's our way of saying "Happy Holidays!"
To order free t-shirt, use item #7895 and include size on your order form. Limit one free t-shirt per customer.
Offer expires December 31, 1985

B Get a Bag Full of Holiday Cheer!
Just in time for the Holidays. Your surprise bag of Holiday cheer will make decorating your house a lot of fun this year. Inside this bag full of fun you will find two Santa models, plus a special surprise friend. That's three models in all. Ages 6-12.
Over 100 pieces.
#1637 Holiday Cheer Bag
A great value —ONLY $2.75

C Key Chains
Keep your keys on the coolest key chains in town!
Suitable for ages 5 and up
$3.50 each.
#9403 Spyrius
(Not pictured but also available)
#9403 Captain Red Beard
#9404 Mojiasto the Wizard
#9405 Ice Planet
#9406 Police Officer
#9409 Islander

All New Cool LEGO Room Decor!
Look Inside
**Town Classics! ALL UNDER $10!**

**Royal Knights T-Shirt**
Check out the newest and coolest T-shirt for Royal Knights Fans! This fun and rugged shirt is made of medium weight, preshrunk 100% Cotton jersey for soft, comfortable wear. Machine wash and dry it as often as you like. It won't shrink or lose its shape. Taped crew neck features two-piece collar that looks better longer. Full cut body and shoulders ensure a comfortable fit. Made in USA.

#125 Royal Knights T-Shirt
Youth Sizes: M-10/12, L-14/16 $11.00
Adult Sizes: S, M, L, XL $13.00

**LEGO MANIAC Hat**
Kids who love to build like crazy, will love their own LEGO MANIAC hat. This six panel cotton/poly blend cap features sturdy visor to keep the sun out of your eyes, while the unique adjustable cloth covered Velcro strap gives a comfortable, neat looking fit. Plus, the LEGO MANIAC design is stitched into the hat (not a glue-on patch) so your hat will look great for years. One size fits children ages 4 and up. Made in USA.

#1123 LEGO MANIAC Hat $16.00

**Gift Certificate**
Say Happy Holidays to far-away friends with a LEGO Shop at Home Gift Certificate, the perfect present for any occasion. To order yours, simply write “Gift Certificate” on the order form and any amount $10 or over (amounts over $10, please make in $5 increments). We will send the certificate with a copy of our current catalog and your best wishes – to either your recipient’s address or your own.
BUILD IT & BRING IT TO LIFE
WITH THESE ONE-OF-A-KIND BRICKS & SPECIAL PIECES.
AGES 5-12

A. #3111 Curved Road Plates
   Price: $7.25

B. #3112 Straight Road Plates
C. #3113 Cross Road Plates
D. #3110 T-Road Plates

To build this sample layout you'll need 2 packages #3110 & #3113 and 1 package of #3111 and #3112.

Building Hint: Paste your road plates together using bricks or plates at the corners.

E. #3277 Train Tracks & Plates

F. #3047 Hinges, Couplings & Turntables 27 pieces.
   Price: $3.50

G. #3049 Transparent Windows & Bricks 8 pieces.
   Price: $3.50

H. #3050 Airplane Accessories 21 pieces.
   Price: $3.50

I. #3051 Windshields & Cockpits 14 pieces.
   Price: $3.00

J. #3053 Transparent Plates & Bricks 76 pieces.
   Price: $3.50

K. #5121 Decorated Elements 23 pieces.
   Price: $4.25

L. #5125 Spaceport Accessories 30 pieces.
   Price: $5.00

M. #5126 Crane Accessories 18 pieces.
   Price: $3.50

N. #6315 Road Signs 11 pieces.
   Price: $3.35

O. #6319 Trees and Fences 37 pieces.
   Price: $4.75

P. #6321 City People 27 pieces.
   Price: $7.25

Q. #6337 Town Accessories 45 pieces.
   Price: $3.50

Q. #6317 Antennas & Control Sticks 37 pieces.
   Price: $3.00
**A Rebel Hunter**

Build the most feared space ship in the galaxy! It's the Rebel Hunter — a sleek, speedy spaceship that comes to keep the peace on Unlron. Put dangerous prisoners in the secure holding cell — no one's ever been known to escape! Includes two astronauts. 143 pieces.

#6897 Rebel Hunter $21.00

---

**B Sonar Security**

59 pieces. Ages 8-12. $7.25

---

**C Solar Snooper**

Preserve law and order in the galaxy with the Solar Snooper! Criminals can be held on board for questioning in the space lock-up cells and then transported to a more secure location with the collapsible spaceship stored on board. Three space police officers included. Ages 8-12. 249 pieces.

#6857 Solar Snooper $42.00

---

**D Crater Cruiser**

Small, medium and large tires make this the best space mobile ever for cruising up and down the treacherous slopes of lunar craters. Comes with enough pieces to build a small spacecraft to hover overhead or check out the next galaxy! Two astronauts included. 180 pieces.

#1887 Crater Cruiser $21.00
Welcome to the crossroads of the universe! Aliens from every galaxy land here. Some play by the rules, some don’t. Get ready for out-of-this-world action as characters from Spyrius, Ice Planet and Space Police all converge in one place---Unitron!

**Star Hawk II**
In a far away galaxy, two space explorers cruise across the cosmos in their sleek spaceship. This powerful Unitron craft features a detachable cockpit for emergency getaways. 288 pieces.
#1789 Star Hawk II $33.00

**Space Station Zenon**
In the farthest reaches of outer space three astronauts guard Space Station Zenon, command base for the Unitron team. While an all-terrain vehicle explores the alien landscape and a Unitron spacecraft sweeps across the sky, the station's giant antenna monitors the horizon for upcoming adventures. 340 pieces.
#1793 Space Station Zenon $44.00

Includes M:TRON magnets!

**Multi-Core Magnetizer**
You've got all the makings of a mobile command center. Radar sits atop a crane with room underneath for another small vehicle. Crane arm has magnet for lifting vehicles and boxes, and arm can be pushed out to various lengths by turning a wheel.
#6999 Multi-Core Magnetizer $72.00

To Order Call 1-800-453-4652 24 HOURS A DAY

ORDER EARLY QUANTITIES ARE LIMITED
BE A MASTER SPY IN OUTER SPACE!

Beware of invaders from Ice Planet — they want their stolen satellites back! And the Space Police are lurking nearby.

A Recon Robot
Your mission? Build the sneakiest spy robot in space! Recon Robot has six wheels for rolling over lunar landscapes, pincer claws for snatching space-age secrets, a computer box, and tools for emergency repairs. Astronaut included. Ages 7-12. 133 pieces.
#6989 Recon Robot $13.25

B Lunar Launch Site
Many hours of adventure await you at the Lunar Launch Site — the secret command base for the entire SPYHIUS team. It’s the perfect hideout, with a landing strip, a tower with radar antenna, an all-terrain patrol vehicle, and a trap door which leads to the underground control room. You can even split open a giant lunar mountain to reveal a secret rocket ship ready for take-off! Two spies and a droid included.
Ages 8-12. 275 pieces.
#6989 Lunar Launch Site $47.50
**Robo Guardian**
Introducing the biggest, most awesome and intimidating robot ever built — and he's yours to command! Use buttons on the back to control his arms 8 different ways. One arm contains a magnet, the other a claw for snatching top secret information. And there's more — like a mini spaceship hidden inside his swiveling head and a secret compartment big enough to hide a spy. Comes with two spies and a droid. Ages 8-12. 360 pieces.

#6549 Robo-Guardian $38.50

**Saucer Scout**
45 pieces $6.50

**Use your imagination to build this robot, too! You'll find a hint on the package.**

**Deluxe Spyrius Collection & Free T-Shirt**
The greatest collection of Spyrius models. 1,024 pieces in all! Plus, you get a FREE Spyrius T-shirt! Please specify size of T-shirt when ordering.

#0883 Deluxe Spyrius Collection A $144.75 Value. Save $65.75!
Special Customer Value. Now Only $119.00!

**Saucer Centurion**
Choose the Saucer Centurion for your most dangerous spying excursions. This super spaceship reaches warp speeds with powerful engines on its side, hull and rear. When you reach your destination, use the ship's robotic arm to collect interplanetary samples, then explore enemy territory with the eight-wheeled spy-mobile hidden inside the left cockpit. Droid and astronaut included.

Ages 7-12. 211 pieces.

#6839 Saucer Centurion $29.75

**Spyrius T-Shirt**
This rugged shirt is made of premium weight, preshrunk 100% cotton jersey for soft, comfortable, long-lasting wear. Tapers crew neck with two-piece collar looks better longer, won't shrink or lose its shape. Made in the U.S.A.

#122 Spyrius T-Shirt
Youth Sizes: M (10-12), L (14-16) $19.00
Adult Sizes: S, M, L, XL $23.00

**Crater Critters**
143 pieces $11.00

**NEW!**

**EXCLUSIVE!**
WELCOME TO... 
ICE PLANET!

where you have to protect yourself against the cold — and invading spies!

A ICE-SAT V
Light high traction tires allow you to transport rockets over the iciest terrain. The ICE-SAT V has a tiltable transporter for the on-board rocket. Turn the crane lever and a magnet helps reload the rocket for the next launch. Includes the Ice Planet astronaut and ice sled.
Ages 7 - 12. 133 pieces.
#6988 ICE-SAT V $17.50

B Ice Station Odyssey
This icy control center will keep you busy with its amazing power and capabilities. Review your strategies in the dome-covered control center complete with control panel and swivel chair. Visit the assembly hall, where satellites are mounted on the rockets for the next launch. Also included is a 10-wheeled rocket transport unit and a motor sled. Three astronauts included. Ages 9 - 12. 337 pieces.
#6983 Ice Station Odyssey $67.00

To Order Call
1-800-453-4652
24 HOURS A DAY

Includes a crane with magnetic lift to move rockets & space vehicles.

This place is too cold! I'm going back to page 37!
**Ages 6-12**

**C** #6894 Celestial Sled 53 pieces. $4.50

**D** #6705 Five Space Explorers 34 pieces. $7.25

**E** #8914 Ice Tunnelator 24 pieces. $5.25

**F** Stellar Recon Voyager
It's up to you to save a disabled spaceship before it collides with a meteor. Pop open the cockpit to seat two astronauts. Includes magnet box and extra vehicle for land rescues. Ages 8-12. 221 pieces. #8956 Stellar Recon Voyager $42.00

**G** #6879 Blizzard Baron 81 pieces. $5.25

**M:TRON MAGNETS featured in this set!**

**H** Deep Freeze Defender
Imagine the fun you'll have building the Deep Freeze Defender—a huge ship that takes astronauts deep into galactic frontiers. Now take it apart and mastermind your own unique spaceships using the same pieces. There's a cockpit with control panel, skis, and an ice saw. Plus a rocket-launcher and a small transport vehicle that can retrieve rockets with magnetic coupling. Three astronauts included. Ages 8-12. 412 pieces. #8973 Deep Freeze Defender $49.00

**ORDER EARLY QUANTITIES ARE LIMITED**

You can transform the main spaceship into cool new spaceships.
A Magic Medieval Adventure!

Escape to the days when knights jousted, renegades kid from the law and wizards worked their magic! Now you can decide who will keep the royal treasure — But watch out for dragons, trap doors and glow-in-the-dark ghosts!

A Fire Breathing Fortress
Get ready for many happy afternoons defending the Fire Breathing Fortress. It's full of surprises! There's a secret exit inside and a cave to lock up a fire-breathing dragon. Includes 5 knights and 3 figures with glow-in-the-dark wand. Ages 8-12. 399 pieces. #6082 Fire Breathing Fortress $54.00

Guaranteed Satisfaction
1-800-453-4652
Shop with Confidence

B #6020 Magic Shop 45 pieces $4.50
New!  

Castle  
AGES 6-12

#6076  Dark Dragon’s Den  $43.00

Can you find the secret door?

DRAGON MASTERS

D Dragon Defender
What’s the best way to defend a fire-breathing dragon? Build a fire-breathing catapult! Four large wheels let you move the Dragon Defender into strategic positions—then fire away! Two brave knights included. Ages 7-12. 151 pieces.

#6043  Dragon Defender  $13.25

E #5135  Castle Accessories  30 pieces. *Features Royal Knights’ elements $3.50

Majisto’s Workshop
“magically” opens and closes with hinges!

F Majisto’s Magical Workshop
Lots of mysterious things can happen in Majisto’s Magical Workshop—especially when you’re holding his magic, glow-in-the-dark wand! Here’s everything you need to concoct magical adventures—including secret treasure, mysterious flames and an armed knight. Ages 7-12. 184 pieces.

#6048  Majisto’s Magical Workshop  $26.00

Can you pull a rabbit out of your hat?

Open, sesame!
Calling All Brave Knights!

The Black Knights are sailing out to get the treasure. Will the Dragon get there first? The Knights fear no evil...not even the glowing ghost! Will they return to the castle victorious? Only you can decide!

A Wolfpack Renegades
At first it looks like an ordinary horse-drawn wagon—but examine it closely to find the false bottom for hiding treasure! Includes two renegades and secret treasures. Plus you get an extra renegade and a glow-in-the-dark ghost FREE!
127 pieces in all
#K6038 Wolfpack Renegades Special Catalog Value!
NOW ONLY $9.25

B Dragon Wagon
Help these brave knights transport a fire-breathing dragon. The dragon puffs out fire and raises his wings as he tries to escape. Two knights included.
Ages 7-12. 100 pieces.
#6056 Dragon Wagon $21.00

D Majisto’s Tower
Get ready for many magical afternoons at Majisto’s Tower. For an even bigger castle model, combine the special castle on the box with the Majisto Tower you build. Cut along the dotted lines on the box to create moveable doors for even more fun! Ages 7-12. 190 pieces.
#1906 Majisto’s Tower $22.00

FREE! with Wolfpack Renegade

C #6034 Black Monarch’s Ghost 43 pieces $7.25

Add to the fun with a special cut-out castle on back of packaging!
**B Sea Serpent**

Raise the sail! On board the Sea Serpent is a barrel full of supplies and armor to assist the Black Knights on many exciting voyages. Includes five knights in full armor. Plus you get two extra knights and a small boat FREE! Ages 7-12. 173 pieces in all.

#K6057 Sea Serpent Special Catalog Value!
NOW ONLY $16.50

**F Medieval Knights and FREE Archer.**
53 pieces in all!
Special Catalog Value! NOW ONLY $7.25

**G Black Knight's Castle**

A haunted castle awaits your command! You'll find plenty to keep you and all the brave knights busy, with three towers, a working drawbridge and an underground cell for renegade prisoners. There's even a ghost waiting in the shadows! Can you find the one safe way out of this dark castle? Includes ten knights, a renegade and glow-in-the-dark ghost!

Ages 8-12. 371 pieces.
#6086 Black Knight's Castle $89.00

Includes glowing ghost!
The Biggest Pirate Collection Ever!

From the Original Pirate Collection

ORDER EARLY QUANTITIES ARE LIMITED

A. Black Seas Barracuda
The mere sight of this ship sends fear into the hearts of most Imperial Guards! This huge twin masted vessel flies the skull and crossbones flag and carries Captain Red Beard and his swashbucklers closer to action and treasure. There's a hoist for lifting sunken treasure and a cannon to protect its loot! Eight pirates included. Ages 9-12. 865 pieces.
#6285 Black Seas Barracuda $125.00

B. #6237. Pirate's Plunder 20 pieces. $3.25

C. #6252 Sea Mates 23 pieces. $7.25

D. #6258 Smuggler's Shanty 59 pieces. $9.25

E. #6247 Bounty Boat 34 pieces. $4.75
**Imperial Flagship**

Fight for the forces of good! You're aboard the command ship for Governor Broadside's fleet. Your mission? To protect merchant treasures and ensure safe passage for all ships that fly the Imperial flag. Use the working compass to keep the vessel on course! Includes two moving cannons to help Governor Broadside and his three crew members retrieve royal gold from the feared pirates. Ages 8-12. 338 pieces.

#6271 Imperial Flagship $55.00

---

**Imperial Trading Post**

Some of the greatest pirate adventures happen after the ships dock! The Imperial Trading Post is the home port for Governor Broadside and his fleet. Cargo ships from all corners of the world pass through here with their treasure. To defend the treasures from attacking pirates, the Imperial Trading Post has eight crew members, three pivoting cannons and a secret opening in the roof of the guard post. Two working cranes hoist treasure and supplies from visiting ships.

Ages 8-12. 566 pieces.

#6277 Imperial Trading Post $85.00

---

**Raft Raiders**

#6281 Raft Raiders 78 pieces. $13.25

---

**From the Original Pirate Collection**

To Order Call 1-800-453-4652 24 HOURS A DAY

---

**ORDER EARLY QUANTITIES ARE LIMITED**
A Enchanted Island

Many hours of adventure and discovery await you on the Enchanted Island. Tucked behind a tropical lagoon, you'll find thatched huts, a mysterious cove, the king's balcony and a royal treasure chest. Two pirates in a rowboat, five islanders, a red canoe, and a hungry crocodile add to the fun. Ages 8-12. 412 pieces.

#6278 Enchanted Island $66.00

B Islander Catamaran Ages 7-12.

38 pieces. $13.25

C Renegade Runner

This fast-running pirate ship is ready for action on the high seas. And it's stocked for adventure with a gold-filled treasure chest, cannon, compass and big bold sails that warn others to beware! Four pirates included. 171 pieces.

#6258 Renegade Runner $39.75

To Order Call 1-800-453-4652 24 HOURS A DAY
**Forbidden Island**
Lots of thrills await you at the Pirates' island hideaway, from the top of the lookout post to the tree fort prison. A rowboat, parrot, monkey, 3 pirates, soldier and shark add to the excitement. 176 pieces. #8270 Forbidden Island $37.50

**King Kahuka's Throne**
Imagine the adventures you can have with two pirates, a row boat, a treasure map — and the island's most valuable treasure, hidden inside King Kahuka's Throne. The King, his two sons, and a fierce crocodile are ready to protect the treasure at any cost! Ages 7-12. 141 pieces. #8262 King Kahuka's Throne $21.00

**Crocodile Cage**
56 pieces. $7.25 #8246

**Islander Adventure Pack**
Add to your Island Adventures! Now you can get the #8264 Forbidden Cove, #8246 Crocodile Cage and get the #8236 King Kahuka FREE! 305 pieces in all.

**Forbidden Cove**
A secret cave, look-out tower, hidden treasure and swiveling statue head make the Forbidden Cove the most mysterious place in the islands. Two pirates want to steal the treasure, and two island guards will do everything in their power to protect it! 207 pieces. #8264 Forbidden Cove $23.75
Awesome Models For Big Time Builders!

More than 1,100 pieces!

A Mach II Red Bird Rig
Speed through the highways and skyways with the Mach II Red Bird. This awesome Tractor Trailer and Jet Plane contain working parts like doors/hatches that open and close, pivoting wheels, spoilers which tip to the side and a removable loading ramp. Tremendous detail, realism and 1,186 pieces of building fun! Plus, you’ll find alternate instructions to build a jeep and trailer. Ages 10 & up.
#5581 Mach II Red Bird Rig $110.00

B Blue Fury
It’s a real beauty — you’ve built it with your own two hands! The details on this sleek blue hot rod are awesome, from its shining chrome lights to the windshield wipers that really move. For a change of ocan, use the same pieces to build a low-riding go-cart. 415 pieces.
#5541 Blue Fury $39.50

New!
**Cabin Cruiser**

Come out to sea in style in the Cabin Cruiser. This classic leisure boat is made for open water excitement! Includes fishing gear and tackle with working jaws.

Approximately 17" long

#5565 Cabin Cruiser $19.75

---

**Sea Jet**

Two totally awesome models in one. Includes all the pieces you need to build a realistic speedboat with driver seats, rudders, functional propellers, instrument panels and open/close hatch on front deck. Now test your skill at building a Hovercraft, which is sure to give you many more hours of challenging fun. 488 pieces.

#5521 Sea Jet $35.50

---

**Magic Flash**

This model team threesome is packed with power! The van features excellently realistic details like bumpers, horn, dual exhaust pipes and more. No detail is too small - there are even windshields and engines in front! You control the steering by turning the steering wheel on top. The trailer hooks up to the van for transporting the speedboat, complete with wind spoiler, tilted propellor and two engine hatches. The action doesn't stop there - follow the instructions to build the alternate model, a high-speed dragster!

Ages 9-16. 788 pieces.

#5581 Magic Flash $79.00

---

**Police Patrol Boat**

Keep the waterways safe as you patrol the shoreline. Your Patrol Boat comes with a hatchway to the engine room and a working rope pulley at the stern (great for pulling people to safety!). Also includes two wheel houses, a radar dish and 3 Police Officers. 183 pieces.

#40221 Police Patrol Boat $34.00

Approximately 12½" long

---

**These boats really float!**
HARD WORKING TRAINS
FOR YOUR TOWN

A Car Transport Wagon
Take all kinds of LEGO cars for a ride on the railway! This extra long wagon has side boards that open and a special ramp that rotates to let vehicles on and off the wagon. 136 pieces.
#4544 Car Transport Wagon $18.75

B Cargo Crane
Take this giant telescopic crane on the rails for loading freight cars! The crane rotates a full 360 degrees and can be raised and lowered with the turn of a crank. Comes with a service car, container, tools and two workers. 278 pieces.
#4552 Cargo Crane $38.50

Turn the wheel and unload

C Freight Rail Runner
Our biggest freight train ever! Build the bright yellow engine and the three freight cars, load them with supplies, then watch them move along the large oval track. Use the speed regulator to slow down around the curves and go fast on the straightaway. Comes complete with 77' by 85' oval track, freight truck, loading ramp, 3 railroad workers, and speed regulator. 587 pieces.
#4564 Freight Rail Runner $124.00
D Freight Loading Station
You’re in charge of this bustling station, where busy workers load freight cars with their cargo. The moveable crane has a winch to raise and lower containers. The office has everything you need to manage the operation, including a canteen and a phone booth. Three rail workers included.
Ages 7-12. 377 pieces.
#4555 Freight Loading Station $73.00

E Road ‘N Rail Hauler
Test your skills at the crane...behind the wheel...and on the tracks! You’ll need quick reflexes to load these massive crates from the transport truck to the giant freight car. Then zoom the truck away for a fresh load. Hook the freight car to your train—and you’re ready to roll! 446 pieces.
#4549 Road ‘N Rail Hauler $52.00

Also includes instructions for this cool engine!

F #4548 Road ‘N Rail Vehicle
71 pieces. $10.00
The Trains you can build with your own two hands!

A Road N' Rail Repair
Two kinds of fun! First maneuver the Road N’ Rail Repair on land as the crane digs ditches to be used for new rails. Then attach the vehicle to a departing train for a ride along the railroad to the next worksite. Ages 7 - 12. 81 pieces. #4525 Road N’ Rail Repair $10.00

B Twin Tank Transporter
Hook these huge storage tanks to your train for a ride to the fuel stop. Then help the Octan driver load fuel into the barrels and on to his truck. 170 pieces. #4537 Twin Tank Transporter $23.00

C #4548 Speed Regulator
3 pieces $4.50
Covered by a 1 year limited warranty. For a free copy, please contact: LEGO Consumer Affairs P.O. Box 1138 Enfield, CT 06083 or call 1-800-4-LEGO or call 1-800-4-LEGO

D Level Crossing
Train’s coming! Warn cars it’s time to stop at the crossing while your train chugs by. Includes baseplate with rails to hook up to your rail system, two movable crossing gates, a watchman’s post, watchman and LEGO landscaping. 106 pieces. #4539 Level Crossing $25.00

E Metroliner
Imagine how great you’ll feel when you build this big passenger train and watch it zip around the track! This deluxe train has a working engine and passenger and steering wagons. Each compartment has realistic details, like tables, chairs, bunk beds and a restroom. And just like a real train, the light shines while the train is moving! Comes complete with larger 27” x 33” oval track, 11 travelers, railstop platform, luggage cart, 2 bikes and more. Requires #4548 9-volt Speed Regulator to operate (sold separately). 768 pieces. #4558 Metroliner $145.00
F Metrostation

Every train needs a station — and here's the most exciting station of all! Just like a real big-city station, there's plenty to keep you busy. Buy a ticket to Kalamazoo. Get a bite to eat, make a phone call or mail a letter. The luggage trailer will handle your luggage and the control room will tell you when to board. Includes eight travelers, luggage, letters, mailbox and many other special pieces. 534 pieces.

#4554 Metrostation $72.00

Make your RAILROAD even BIGGER and BETTER!

Now your trains can go wherever you want. Each rail is pre-assembled for ease in adding to your railway.

H #4520 Eight Curved Rails. Enough for 27" half circle! $13.25

I #4515 Eight Straight Rails. More than 40 inches of track! $13.25

Special Track Kit

Add over 1 foot of running track to your existing train set (#4563, #4564, or #4558) and create the fantastic track layout shown. Kit contains 3 sets of straight rails (#4513), 2 sets of curved rails (#4520) and 2 sets of switching rails (#4531). 30 pieces in all. #4531 Special Track Kit A $58.50 value. NOW ONLY $55.00!

J Deluxe Track Kit

Add over 19 feet of running track to your existing train set (#4563, #4564, or #4558) and create the fantastic track layout shown. Kit contains 3 sets of straight rails (#4513), 2 sets of curved rails (#4520) and 2 sets of switching rails (#4531). 65 pieces in all. #4531 Deluxe Track Kit A $123.00 value. NOW ONLY $110.00!

L #5301 Wagon Floor Bed $3.00

M #5304 Two Wheelsets $3.50

N #5303 Buffers, Magnets & Couplers 6 pieces. $2.50

O #5302 Two Bogieplates $2.50

P #5300 Electric Train Motor $27.00

To Order Call 1-800-453-4652
24 Hours a Day
BIG MACHINES
AND EVEN BIGGER ACTION!
EACH SET HAS BUILDING INSTRUCTIONS FOR AT LEAST 2 MODELS!

A Realistic front wheel steering!

A Road Rally V
Feel the pride of building a winning racer. This sleek car boasts engine pistons that really move, rack and pinion steering, and an adjustable steering wheel. Ready for more? Test your skill by building an exciting helicopter. Turn the chopper's rotor and watch the engine pistons rotate. Driver included. Includes instructions to motorize the race car. 95 pieces. 
#8225 Road Rally V $14.25

B Front End Loader
Now you can really move some earth! This model features a new front-end bucket that tips down to scoop up the earth. Turn the crank to raise and lower the bucket—or add your own #8720 Power Pack (sold separately) and let the motor do the work! Steering gears help carry your load away, and the Flex System keeps motion extra smooth. Instructions included to make an alternate model—the Road Grader. Ages 8 & up. 172 pieces.
#8828 Front End Loader $21.00

C Fire Engine
Be ready when emergency strikes with your own fully equipped, realistic fire engine! Use the steering wheel on top to guide the truck to hot spots. Turn the handle to release the hose and put the nozzle in the firefighter's hands! Then use the same pieces to build a rescue vehicle complete with trailer and boat. Comes with two firefighters. Ages 9 & up. 436 pieces.
#8280 Fire Engine $55.00
Includes 86 page Idea Manual with instructions to build 6 different models!

D Universal Set with Storage Case
Build awesome moving machines even when you're on the go! This yellow and black storage case is jam-packed with hundreds of LEGO TECHNIC pieces that can go where you do. Use them to build your own unique creations, or follow the clear instructions for a Truck and Motor Bike, a Six-Wheeled Crane, a Helicopter, a Hockey Player, a Trolley and a person rowing a boat. Ages 9 & up. 403 pieces.
#8062 Universal Set with Storage Case $68.00

F Aero Hawk II
Build a helicopter with a gear system that spins both sets of chopper blades when you turn a handle. Once you've conquered that challenge, use the same pieces to build your own personal spy plane. Add #6720 Power Pack (sold separately on page 94) to motorize the main model! Includes building instructions for both models. Ages 8 & up. 147 pieces.
#6812 Aero Hawk II $16.99

G Hovercraft
This Hovercraft is built — by you — for speed and lots of action! As you glide it along the floor, the propeller turns while special soft fenders protect its edges. You can even steer it with the control at the top of the model. Next, follow the instructions for building a helicopter with rotor blades that will turn on their own if you add the #8720 Power Pack (sold separately on page 94). Ages 8 & up. 191 pieces.
#8624 Hovercraft $25.50

E Rear wheel Suspension!
Motorize alternate model!
Add Detail to Your Models

Pneumatic Power

Pneumatic systems work by controlling compressed air. Flick the air valve, press the air pump, and let pneumatic power add realism to your models—lifting, pulling— even picking things up.

- **A ~ D**
  - #5110 Pneumatic Pack
  - Save $1.75 - ONLY $10.75
  - Includes 1 of each pneumatic accessory. Regular Price $12.50.
  - #5099 Pneumatic Valve $2.75
  - #5107 Pneumatic Pump
  - 2" Cylinder. $3.25
  - #5108 Pneumatic Piston
  - 2" Cylinder. $3.25
  - #5109 Pneumatic Tubing
  - 23" & 99". $3.25

- **E ~ L**
  - #5111 9V Motor Wire $4.50
  - #5114 Extra 9V Motor $17.50
  - #5115 Extra 9V Battery Box $12.25
  - #5257 Cross Axles and Extensions 16 pieces. $4.00
  - #5258 Small Tires (Approx 1 1/4") 8 pieces. $4.00
  - #5281 Balloon Tires (Approx. 2") $4.50
  - #5259 Large Beams & Pieces 26 pieces. $4.50
  - #5253 Small Beams & Pieces 6 pieces. $2.25
  - #5265 Liftarms and Triangles 12 pieces. $3.25
  - #5273 Large Beams with Holes 10 pieces. $4.50
  - #5275 2 Large Shock Absorbers (Approx. 2 7/8") $4.50
  - #5251 4 Shock Absorbers (Approx. 2") $5.25

- **M ~ V**
  - #5245 Differential Housing 6 pieces $2.25
  - #5289 Liftarms and Triangles 12 pieces. $3.25
  - #5233 Small Beams & Pieces 6 pieces. $2.25
  - #5277 Pulleys & Rubber Belts 12 pieces. $4.00
  - #5274 4 Tires
  - (Approx. 1" x 1 1/4") $4.50
  - #5286 Toggle Joint & Connector 64 pieces $4.50

- **W**
  - LEGO TECHNIC Team
  - The LEGO TECHNIC Team is just who you need to drive, fly, steer and operate your LEGO TECHNIC models. The three action figures have movable hands, arms, legs, feet and heads. Each is equipped with a safety helmet and is perfect for models with pre-formed LEGO TECHNIC seats! 9 pieces
  - #8714 LEGO TECHNIC Team $8.75

- **X**
  - Pneumatic Set
  - Pneumatic power is at your command! This system uses compressed air to bring life to the models you build. Follow the instructions to build 4 different models—a car, forklift, truck and tractor. And that's just the beginning! The pneumatic working cylinder opens and closes the car cockpit, raises and lowers the forklift and more. The tractor can even be motorized.
  - #8720 Power Pack sold separately on page 54. Ages 9 & up. 225 pieces.
  - #8042 Pneumatic Set $30.50

-X- Includes instructions for 4 models!

**Flashy Motorize with #8720** (See page 54)

Motorize the tractor
Motorized Universal Building Set.
Motorized action and fun come alive with the 9 volt motor (included in this set). Create models with real life moving functions—Tow Truck, Helicopter and Racing Car are just a few of the models you can build with this set. Building instructions for four models included. Ages 9 & up. 211 pieces.
#8064 Motorized Universal Building Set. $55.00

To Order Call
1-800-453-4652
24 Hours A Day!

Includes instructions to build a motorized pneumatic robot!

Designers Idea Book
It’s 100 pages of action-packed fun! Our designers share their favorite ways to make everything from walking monster robots to sleek race cars. Whether you’re just beginning or an experienced LEGO TECHNIC builder, this book offers amazing new ideas and instructions for diverse types of models with many different functions. Colorful illustrations show you how to build these exciting models and understand how they work from the inside out.
#8891 Designers Idea Book $9.50

EXCLUSIVE!

Forklift Transporter
A massive truck and forklift for many hours of action! Raise and lower the trailer, turn the steering gear and raise and lower the forklift arms. Also comes with detailed instructions for building a car trailer with two cars to haul ground! Ages 9 & up. 761 pieces.
#8872 Forklift Transporter $92.00

Includes instructions to motorize one of the race cars!

Detachable trailer

Trailer ramp lowers
A. Airtech Claw Rig
You’re in for massive amounts of action and realism! This set features steering gear (turn the steering wheel and the wheels turn), a 6-cylinder engine (pistons move up and down) and ventilator screw (rotates when truck is in motion). A build-in motor powers pneumatics to raise and lower crane arm, open and close crane bucket and turn the crane cab on its revolving platform. Set also includes instructions to build an Automatic Loading Truck—for many more hours of building fun. Ages 12 & up. 857 pieces.
#8888 Airtech Claw Rig $79.99

REAL MOTORIZED ACTION!
- Raise and lower crane.
- Rotate cab.
- Open and close gripping claws.

HARD WORKING
Real Controls!

HARD TO FIND

B. Supply Ship
Piece it together with your own two hands—you’ll still be amazed at the many action details on the Supply Ship! While the steering gears turn, the propellers rotate. The crane swings around and can be raised and lowered. There are even instructions that show you how to build a Hovercraft that can be motorized with #8720 Power Pack. (sold separately on page 54.) Ages 10 & up. 523 pieces.
#8859 Supply Ship $59.50

To Order Call
1-800-453-4652
24 Hours A Day

ORDER EARLY QUANTITIES ARE LIMITED

Motorize alternate Hovercraft model!!

Motorize with #8720 (See page 54)
C Pneumatic Excavator
It's the power of air in your hands—you bring your models to life! The working pneumatic cylinder in this model makes for realistic action and lots of fun! The Excavator's real-life functions include a crank that raises and lowers the arm. Instructions are also included to build the Crane Truck which contains a revolving platform that can be motorized with #8722 Power Pack (sold separately on page 54) so the crane swings around automatically. Ages 9 & up. 238 pieces.
#8837 Pneumatic Excavator $47.00

D Sky Ranger
Take awesome LEGO TECHNIC action into the skies! Look closely—the pistons move up and down as the propeller turns. Your aircraft also features flaps and landing gear—just like the real thing! Once you've mastered the Sky Ranger, follow the detailed instructions to build the Gyrocopter model.
(Plane does not fly) 271 pieces.
#8836 Sky Ranger $36.75

E Pneumatic Crane Truck
You won't believe how realistic the action is until you see it with your own two eyes! The pneumatic crane turns, lifts and opens—just like the real thing. The truck has three axles, four-wheel steering and four supporting legs you can move up and down. For even more action, use the #8720 Power Pack (sold separately on page 54) and watch the truck move on its own! Ages 11 & up. 841 pieces.
#8460 Pneumatic Crane Truck $99.00

Includes complete instructions for this alternate model